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HARDWARE � COOLING AND CASES

Buying a dedicated cooling device or a new case for your desktop might not be the first thing that
springs to mind when upgrading a PC, but the effects of investing in these areas can dramatically
increase the performance and health of a computer. Andrew Wooden looks at some of these
sector’s key products…
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[ ]THERMALTAKE LEVEL
10 GT

SRP: £204
Distributor: Bosse
Computers

They say: This chassis has
caused a ‘Marmite reaction’
among the press and
enthusiasts, with an equal
army of haters and lovers.
Judge for yourself if this
BMW DesignWorks creation
hits the mark. It was chosen
by the Red Dot organisation
as one of its ‘Designs of the
Year’ for 2011.

Specs: FrontSpeed 2: USB
3.0 SuperSpeed, PitStop 5
EasySwap HDD bays, VGA,
ready for extra-long
graphics card up to 14.2-
inch/37 cm, quad fan. 

[ ]XIGMATEK ELYSIUM

SRP: £199.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: Xigmatek’s Elysium offers
exceptional component compatibility,
great build quality, low noise and an
attractive design for a very reasonable
price. 10/10 and Gold award from
Hardware Heaven.

Specs: Compatible with HPTX, XL-ATX,
and downward motherboard form
factors, aluminum and mesh front design,
USB 3.0, hot swap HDD docking.

Cool and collected

>>>

[ ]PC SKINZ COOLBOX 305  
SRP: £29.99
Distributor: KMS Components 

They say: Optimised internal
space designed for easy
installation of parts and highly
efficient airflow. Inside the
chassis all metal edges are
folded for safety against cuts. 

Specs: Durable lightweight
SGCC Steel chassis, front USB x
2, mic and earphone jack, 420
watt PSU pre-fitted.
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[ ]OEM JY-236

SRP: £39.99
Distributor: KMS Components 

They say: Designed in high-
glossy black with elegant silver
trim. Takes ATX or Micro ATX
motherboards for convenience. 

Specs: 500 Watt PSU, HD
audio/AC-97 compatible, one
drive door to hide optical drive.

[ ]CORSAIR 600T WHITE
SPECIAL EDITION

SRP: £129.99
Distributor: EntaTech 

They say: A sleek, streamlined
case designed to bring full tower
functionality to the mid tower
market.

Specs: Four 5.25-inch bays, six
hard drive bays, full SSD
compatibility, innovative cable
routing system.

[ ]ANTEC THREE HUNDRED
GAMING TOWER CASE 

SRP: £49.99
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: The Three Hundred is
a worldwide best-seller. It’s won
more than a dozen international
awards and gained a worldwide
following by combining rich
gamer-case features with
unbeatable value.

Specs: Nine drive bays, CPU cut-
out allows for easy installation of
CPU coolers, washable air filters.

[ ]COOLER MASTER
SILENCIO 550

SRP: £79
Distributor: Micro-P, Bosse
Computers, Scan

They say: Near silent operation
and prepared to take on
powerful hardware, the Silencio
is able to keep high-end setups
running cool and quiet.

Specs: Two 800rpm silent fans,
HSSD card reader, remove able
HDD tray.
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COOLING 

[ ]ARCTIC COOLING ACCELERO XTREME PLUS II

SRP: £67.65
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: The Accelero Xtreme Plus II is here to satisfy overclockers and
silent enthusiasts with unmatched cooling performance.

Specs: 250W of cooling capacity, bundled with thermal glue for affixing RAM
and VR heatsinks, includes 31 pieces of heatsinks for great compatibility.

[ ]ARCTIC COOLING FREEZER
13 PRO CPU COOLER

SRP: £27.99
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: This groundbreaking
CPU cooler brings a massive
300w of cooling performance –
more than enough for all current
CPUs. Needless to say, whisper-
quiet operation is guaranteed.

Specs: Cross-Blow technology,
additional 50mm PWM-
controlled fan, 300w power.

[ ]LAMPTRON FAN
CONTROLLER TOUCH

SRP: £64.99
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: The Lamptron FC
Touch brings smart touch screen
functionality to your fingertips for
PC fan control. Control up to 6
channels in either manual or auto
of your choice.

Specs: Six channels, CNC
faceplate, auto and manual
control, 30W per channel,
streamlined touch functionality,
black anodized faceplate. 
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[ ]LOGITECH NOTEBOOK
COOLING PAD N120

SRP: £25.52
Distributor: Gem Distribution

They say: The whisper-quiet
USB-powered fan improves
airflow around your notebook -
and doesn't blow through your
battery power. Whatever your
decor, the colors and shape of
this cooling pad will look right at
home. The rear air intake lets you
use the cooling pad on your lap
or desk - and still maintain a
steady, unobstructed airflow.

[ ]MICROSOFT NOTEBOOK
COOLING BASE 

SRP: £26.08
Distributor: Gem Distribution 

They say: Protect your notebook
from overheating with a stylish,
reliable cooling base. Use it on
your desktop with the flip-up
stand for a more comfortable
typing angle. Or, turn it sideways
and use it on your lap – the
cooling channel keeps air flowing
freely.

[ ]CORSAIR H60

SRP: £59.99
Distributor: Realtime
Distribution

They say: The H60 brings
remarkable new technologies to
an affordable price point. The
H60 also features an all-new fan,
custom designed to offer
enhanced static pressure for
means better cooling.

Specs: New micro-channel cold
plate and a split-flow designed
manifold.

[ ]ANTEC TRUEQUIET 140MM
FAN

SRP: £15.49
Distributor: VIP Computers

They say: Antec’s TrueQuiet fans
bring cooling and quiet
computing to your system.
Constructed for versatility,
TrueQuiet fans include a 2-speed
switch that allows either silent or
maximum RPM cooling.

Specs: Two models with a 120
mm and 140 mm fan, silicone
grommets and a uniquely
designed fan blade.

[ ]BELKIN F5L041CW 

SRP: £28.08
Distributor: Westcoast

They say: Patented wave design
optimizes air circulation. The fan
directs cool air right to the heat
source. Your laptop stays cool,
performs better, and lasts longer.

[ ]THERMALTAKE FRIO

SRP: £37
Distributor: Bosse Computers

They say: Without doubt the best
cooler in its class. In addition to
multiple awards from the top press,
it was named ‘Cooler of the year
2010’ by Custom PC and Bit-Tech.
In a more recent test, it was
declared ‘overkill’ – i.e. it offers too
much cooling.

Specs: Supports 220W, 0.5mm
aluminum fins with large surface for
heat dissipation, tower side flow
design, 120 mm VR Fan, adjustable
between 1200 and 2500 RPM max.

[ ]ANTEC KUHLER H2O 920

SRP: £86.99
Distributor: VIP Computers

They say: The Antec KÜHLER H2O
920 provides maximum-performance
liquid cooling for your CPU in a
quick, easy-to-install package. Unlike
traditional liquid cooling systems,
this self-contained unit comes
prefilled and requires zero
maintenance.

Specs: Dual 120 mm pulse width
modulation fans, third generation
copper coldplate. 

[ ]BELKIN F5L001ER 

SRP: £17.01
Distributor: Westcoast

They say: To prevent slippage, the stand features rubber pads on the
feet, and a small plastic panel folds out from the bottom of the stand
that elevates the rear for better ergonomics. 


